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although initially maududi was a follower of the sunni deobandi school of islam, he took a closer look
at the wahhabis. in 1922, he wrote a booklet titled taalib-e-siri-maloom-e-khatam, describing the
wahhabi thought and their discipline. he also criticized the practice of mental reservation. he took a
closer look at the hanbali school of sunni islam and criticized the ulema for ignoring the scholars of
the past like ibn taymiyyah and amina. in 1928, he met the leaders of the jamaat-i-islami, sayyid a.
a. qadri and syed muhammad akram shah kashmiri, and they discussed the principles of islam, the
superiority of sunnis over shia and their joint opposition to the secularism being practiced in the
country. the conversation was recorded by maududi who was keen to pursue the possibilities of
bringing the two parties together. however, the jamaat quickly became the largest party in the
legislative assembly. maududi was elected as the representative of lahore. in this position, he soon
became a leader of the newly formed government, which led to resigning of the political heads of the
government as he sensed that pakistan was becoming established as a wahhabi state rather than a
true islamic state. he criticized the governmental policy, which he wrote, "you feel, they are evil. the
reason for our fear is that our present rulers use what they call policy. it is policy that is synonymous
with legislating." he also criticized the policy of the government that time, which was to make islam
the basis of all legislation. he wrote, "if our current policy endures, and you expect islam to be the
basis of the government, one can imagine what kind of a ruler this country will enjoy in the future. in
the end, islam is the very basis of the government."
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thereafter came the military rulers (again) who replaced civilian governments. the islamists were
fearful of possible eventuality of becoming more of a minority. they approached then prime minister

of pakistan zafarullah khan (later president and chief justice) who initiated military rule, later on
general ayub khan, to allow the ji to hold maximum power. maududi he felt was better to go

underground as he now openly advocated as islamic leader. after the death of zafarullah khan in
1969, the ruling military gave legitimacy to ji leader mufti kifayatullah by acceding to all the

demands of the ji under the banner of islami jamhoori ittehad (muslim federation). at the same time
military ruler also gave generous subsidies to ji as a token of its support and sympathy. the object of
the subsidies was to spend it on the construction of mosques and other institutions. maududi moved
his base to new delhi after the ji led islamic revolution in iran in 1979. he established jamiatul ittihad

al islami (jii). both in terms of vision and strength, it was stronger than even his old party, the ji in
pakistan. and it was fully used by the newly born islamists and their sympathizers to promote their

political aims. it was strong and well organized. it had sophisticated machinery for running its
activities, a broad network of overseas sympathizers, arms of the noida organisation in india, and

training centres for islamic studies and ideology in a dozen countries in east and west and in every
state of india. the jii possessed extensive intellectual and organisational resources to prepare ji’s

future activities. unlike other religious parties, the jii had a formal programme for the expansion and
growth of the party. the policy that attracted the young intellectuals and activists after the revolution

in iran was the preaching of a second revolution in pakistan, particularly in east pakistan.
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